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The well-established academic can all-too-easily turn up on an occasion
such as this, and simply recycle a lecture that has served its purpose for
a decade or more. Christopher Southgate certainly stands at the apex of
his field, but he has by no means repeated this evening what he might
have said 5, 10, or 15 years ago. Rather, he tells us, his “views in this area
are quite fluid,” and have developed even in the past couple of months.
Therefore, quite apart from the rich content of this evening’s lecture, I also
note and express our gratitude for the openness of heart and generosity of
intellect so visible on display.

In making my response, I am going to take advantage of the oppor-
tunity afforded by the online panel discussion next week, and not only
record my gratitude but also raise a few possible topics for conversation on
that occasion. I will begin by getting out of the way a subject that might
seem impolite. Professor Southgate is our leading writer on evolutionary
theodicy, but over the past few decades, the claim has arisen, and grown in
prominence, that the very idea of theodicy is problematic. At the end of
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the twentieth century, Kenneth Surin (1986) and Terrence Tilley (1991)
argued against theodicy as an exercise, so, broadly speaking, has Rowan
Williams (2007). The principal objection is that any attempt to give a
rational response to the place of evil or suffering in the experience of a
person or community risks rationalizing it, or accommodating ourselves
to it. I take the most convincing advocate of this line today to be Karen
Kilby at Durham.

We are used to a classic formulation showing the need for theodicy: the
so-called inconsistent triad of Epicurus or Hume. In the words of Philo in
Hume’s Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, “Is [God] willing to pre-
vent evil, but not able? then he is impotent. Is he able, but not willing?
then he is malevolent. Is he both able and willing? whence then is evil?”
(Hume 2008, 100). Kilby subverts this, suggesting an alternative set of
three competing ideas.

Standard discussions of theodicy set up three apparently incompatible
propositions: God is powerful, God is good, evil exists. [In contrast, sum-
marising her essay in terms of a different trilemma:] … there are three fea-
tures of a Christian theology, all of which are desirable, but not all of which
can be achieved: a theology ought to provide a fully Christian picture of
God; ought to give, or at least leave room for, a full recognition of the in-
justice, terror and tragedy that we participate in and see around us; and it
ought to be coherent. I am suggesting that not all of these can be achieved.
Something has to be sacrificed. (Kilby 2003, 24−25)

Kilby lists three desiderata: (1) The Christian doctrine of God; (2) frank
acknowledgement of evil; (3) systematic neatness. Process theology, Kilby
notes, lets go of the traditional picture of God (her first desideratum).
Many theodicies, she worries, play down recognition of the full extent of
evil (her second desideratum). In contrast, she thinks, perhaps we may
need to forego the third: “The option I am recommending is to sacrifice
neither the picture of God, nor the recognition of the range and depth of
evils in God’s world, but instead the possibility of a manifestly coherent
theological vision” (Kilby 2003, 25).

This is as forthright a criticism of theodicy as we are likely to find today,
but Southgate’s lecture stands up to it. I will leave it to him to address how
much he thinks theodicy may require us to modify a traditional doctrine
of God. When it comes to taking suffering seriously, he has shown him-
self eminently willing to do that this evening, and more generally. He has
held the place of suffering in evolution before us unflinchingly. What of
coherence? I do not see Southgate’s work, nor his talk this evening, as a
rationalization of evil, yet there is also a caution, a reserve, to his writing.
This is, indeed, seen in his remark about all this being a work in progress,
still a matter of conversation, still somewhat marked by mystery.

It does not come naturally to theologians writing on science to give up
the search for a coherent picture, but we also note that Professor Southgate
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is a poet, and therefore willing to chart the boundaries where language and
reason fall short. Given the move in some recent theology to think that a
rational account of what is going on with evil is beyond us—or at least
providing a neat account would be—I wonder what Southgate makes of
that. He has demonstrated a willingness this evening to leave questions
open. To what extent does it help with that for our register to be as much,
or more, a poetic one than one of cut and dried logic?

What, indeed, is the mode of thought appropriate to thinking about
evil and its place in the world? Or, to put it another way, what are we
after? What might success look like? When it comes to questions of God
and evolutionary suffering—to ask that question again—is it analytic rigor
we are after? Or is our mode of thinking, our mode of judgment, an eth-
ical one? Or is the resolution we are looking for actually more pastoral,
or practical? Or should our criteria of judgment be aesthetic? Presumably
we are not hoping to find beauty. That would rankle with much of what
Southgate describes. (In a recent book (2018), he has focused on the cat-
egory of glory.) But could there be theodicy worked out in terms of dra-
matic cogency, for instance? Can ideas of tragedy be useful? Or what about
Kant’s alternative, not the beautiful but the sublime (Kant 2001, part one,
first section, second book)? Putting that in summary form, is it logical
rigor that we are after, with the emphasis therefore on truth, or should we
look to truth’s Platonic siblings, with goodness, for instance, or beauty, or
something adjacent to beauty? There is a breadth to Southgate’s thinking,
embracing many, maybe all, of those modes of thinking, or principles of
judgment. Does Southgate think that his decades of poetic writing have
something to do with that breadth, with his concern for goodness, perhaps
for beauty, as well as truth?

At the heart of Professor Southgate’s talk, and his work in this field, is his
“only way” diagnosis: that evolution and suffering are a package deal, and
you simply cannot get to the sorts of creatures we rightly celebrate without
evolution and its “Darwinian debris.” I appreciate Southgate’s advocacy of
this position, and his astute challenge to those who wish to separate God
from evolutionary suffering: if they remove God from that side of the pro-
cess, can they still implicate God in all the good evolutionary outcomes?

This is fascinating territory (and I append a few additional comments
about the “only way” approach at the end of this text of my spoken re-
sponse to the lecture). Among the many areas for discussion that this opens
up, I have a question for clarification. Sometimes Southgate writes “only
way” and sometimes “best way”: do they amount to the same thing? I ask
that because it maps rather directly onto questions in the sorts of scholastic
literature that I like to read and write about. Suppose you are a Thomist,
and you think that God does not do simply what is possible, or strictly
necessary, but what is suitable or fitting. However, if one course is best,
only one course is most fitting, would God not then be constrained to
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act that way, after all: to do the most fitting thing, not anything else less
fitting? Perhaps “best way” ends up meaning “only way” after all?1

I began with praise for the example that Christopher Southgate has set
us this evening. I want also to end there. I cannot but note the generosity
on display throughout his talk this evening. Southgate missed no oppor-
tunity, for instance, to record his debt and gratitude to others, and to
recommend their work. I am not sure he named any of his own books,
while he named the books of others straight out of the gate.

Many writers on evil have commented that theory is not enough; we
need also to respond practically. And perhaps even responding to evil is
not enough, because that is too reactive: we would need also to be active
about the business of propagating the good. Well, while I admit that the
goodness and generosity of spirit we have heard in this evening’s lecture
is not by itself going to undo suffering—whether of human beings, or of
other animals—Southgate’s outlook and his example to us in this lecture
embody that cardinal principle of Christian theology, that we should ac-
tively follow the example of the Light who shines in the darkness, and the
darkness does not overcome it.

“Only Way” Approaches: Some Thoughts Not Presented
on the Evening of the Boyle Lecture

If there is any necessity to God’s action, any “only way,” how deeply and
widely does that apply? This brings us to a distinction between relative
and absolute necessity. In what Southgate discusses, are we talking about
only relative necessity?2 On that view, while x itself would not be neces-
sary, what x entails, given x, would be: x is not necessary, but, if x then
necessarily also y. To draw an example from this evening’s lecture, perhaps
there does not need to be a world like this one, but if there is, then per-
haps evolution and suffering will necessarily go together. Or, is the sense of
necessity at work here something stronger: is it absolute or “metaphysical
necessity”—something that could not be otherwise, even for God?3

I think that Southgate’s “only way” logic of evolutionary theodicy em-
ploys relative necessity. If so, I can suggest some perhaps surprising parallels
in Aquinas. He wrote, for instance, that there need not be a creation like
this one, but for any universe like this one, a circular motion for the heav-
ens will be integral. Likewise, while God need not create human beings,
but if he does, God owes it to himself, and therefore to us, to give them
hands. Similarly, God could not create a human being and not give it a
rational soul, since it is by the rational soul that it is a human being
(Aquinas 1963a, book 1, lecture 4; 1912, I.21.1 resp and ad 3; 1955,
I.83.5).4

On the other hand, the Christian tradition is not a stranger to ab-
solute necessity either, in that case applying an “only way” logic to
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everything. Leibnitz seems to stand in that territory, as would Spinoza
among Jewish thinkers (Spinoza 1996, part 1, appendix).5 Friedrich
Schleiermacher certainly does. For him, freedom and necessity so per-
fectly overlap in God that God could not do otherwise: God must will
that there is a world, and could not will for it to be different from how
it is. “We must … think of nothing in God as necessary without at the
same time positing it as free, nor as free unless at the same time it is
necessary. Just as little, however, can we think of God’s willing Himself,
and God’s willing the world, as separated one from the other. For if He
wills Himself, He wills Himself as Creator and Sustainer, so that in will-
ing Himself, willing the world is already included… the necessary will is
included in the free, and the free in the necessary” (Schleiermacher 1999,
§54.4, 217).

Schleiermacher, the father of liberal Protestantism, is joined here by the
contemporary Eastern Orthodox theologian David Bentley Hart. In God,
he writes, “there is no meaningful … distinction between freedom and
necessity… neither is [the drama of creation and salvation] something ex-
ternal to the divine identity” (Hart 2022, §12, p. 105). He goes on to
write that “God is not a finite being in whom the distinction of freedom
from necessity has any meaning. Perfect freedom is the unhindered realiza-
tion of a nature in its proper end; and God’s infinite freedom is the eternal
fulfilment of the divine nature in the divine life … [deliberative liberty]
is a condition not of freedom as such, but only of finitude… [and, conse-
quently, since God’s freedom is not finite] creation inevitably follows from
who he is” (Hart 2022, §25, 115–16).6

It seems, for Hart, that the act of creation, and creation being as it is,
could not be otherwise.7 That is not my own position, but between the
perennial interest in Schleiermacher and the recent excoriation by Hart of
any rival position, today is certainly a productive time for thinking about
an “only way” theodicy in connection to other theological questions and
currents.

Notes

1. For those wondering about Aquinas replies to this objection, it is to say both that what-
ever God does is always right and even perfect, but also that this perfection is not constrained to
take only one form, since no way of disposing creation, however excellent, would so exhaust the
expression of God’s nature as to leave every other action simply less perfect, leaving no other fit-
ting alternatives. There are many incommensurable creaturely expressions of divine excellence.
“The divine goodness is an end exceeding created things beyond all proportion. Whence the
divine wisdom is not so restricted to any particular order that no other course of events could
happen. Wherefore we must simply say that God can do other things than those He has done”
(Aquinas, 1912, I.25.5, and see the responses to obj. 2 and 3). I have discussed this in Davison
(2023).

2. “What must be so because of the reality and nature of some other event, fact, decision,
truth, or premise upon which it depends, and from which it necessarily follows” (Wuellner 1966,
s.v. “necessity,” p. 80).
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3. “The impossibility of being otherwise under all conditions so that even God cannot
cause an exception” (Wuellner 1966).

4. Also relevant is Aquinas (1955), I.81.3 and 84.2 (“For it would be foolish to wish the
sun to be overhead and yet that it should not be daylight”). Similarly, Aquinas thought that
whatever is moved by the Sun must have something of circularity to its own course (1912,
supplement, 91.1 ad 1), and that if there is a moving body there must be place (Aquinas, 1963b,
book 4, lec. 7, ch. 5).

5. Leibnitz’s position is more disputed. For a strongly necessitarian interpretation, see Grif-
fin (2013).

6. See also §11, p. 104, §20, p. 111–12, §28, p. 118.
7. Hart (2022, §20, p. 112) writes that something like the argument above, for divine

freedom on the grounds of incommensurable forms of a good creation—albeit presented starkly
as “a voluntarist subject arbitrarily selecting among an infinity of possible worlds”—is to be
“rejected without remainder.”
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